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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 48th year counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

Annual Dues are in order: $40.00 for 
individuals or $60.00 per couple/family; $20.00 
for students up to 23 yrs.old. In order to 
compete in our monthly photo contest dues 
must be paid by October. Please bring a check 
made out to “Flushing Camera Club” and give to 
Marty Fleischer our treasurer.   

7th— Competition Judge Alan Agdern                                                               

21st–Storytelling in Photos with Zim Pham 

From the Editor’s Desk…  Well FCC is off to a great 

new season.  In this issue we have  more award 

recipients see Pg 2, a message from our VP on Pg 3, 

Competition standings on Pg 4 and the IOM’s on Pg 5.  

Make sure you also read about upcoming field trips and 

try to attend.  Also in this issue images members sent 

in answering the assignment “Flushing– people places 

and things”.  To top it off we again have more tips form 

our most learned member and Pro photographer Russ 

Burden on Pg 9.  Hope you enjoy. 

“photoJoe” Crupi 

3rd— -Competition Judge Marc Josloff                                                         

17th—Dick Hunt presents “Keys to Great Photography”                                    

27th   field trip to High Line NYC  meet at the 34St entrance 7AM                                               

31st—Alan Agdern presents “Compositing” 

https://search.aol.com/aol/image;_ylt=AwrJ6yd1gJVbG6EALiNpCWVH;_ylu=X3oDMTByMDgyYjJiBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzYw--?p=november+clip+art&fr=webmail-searchbox&th=101.9&tw=170.6&imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fimg.clipartxtras.com%2Fa23e9d1bbe7b53bf5fbee8dbf3


 

Our first meeting and we are off to a great start. 

Joe passed on the gavel to our new president Richard DeDalto.                               

Members enjoyed snacks, drinks and conversation after our summer break.                              

Our program chair, Tony Siciliano, gave us a detailed description of the upcoming 

programs for the new season.  We were told of some new presenters, their 

backgrounds and the photography skills they will be teaching us in the coming 

months.  It looks like a fun year ahead. 

Anne Hickey then explained a couple of upcoming field trips.  Many in attendance   

are anxious to participate  

Sunday Sept 30 NY Botanical Gardens meet at the entrance 10AM 

Saturday October 27 High Line meet at 34 St entrance 7AM  

Those award winning members who were unable 

to attend the year end dinner were presented with 

their awards at the Sept 5th meeting. 

Tony Siciliano                                                    Roy Woelfel                                                                      Conrad Tinney 

Sharon, the BPS VP of membership, invited FCC members to the 65th season 

opening meeting of the Bronx Photographic Society (formerly the New York 

Botanical Zoological Photographic Society) .  Four of us traveled on a drizzle filled 

day to Fordham Prep for their meeting.   The speaker was Joe Edelman  who spoke his 

thoughts on why it is so hard to be creative.  He states that many of “the traditional 

ways we learn photographic techniques are creativity killers.”  Joe gave us much food 

for thought during his 90 minute presentation which was accompanied by projection of 

his unique portraits and other examples of being creative.  You can learn more from 

Joe Edelman on YOUTube.  There was a raffle after the presentation and some 

members went home winners.  As we were leaving their former president Martin asked 

us to stay for a luncheon they had prepared.  Six foot heroes as well as home made 

food and deserts topped off our wonderful visit.   We thanked them very much for their 

hospitality and told them they were always welcomed to visit FCC.  We hope they do. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/P

hotoJoeEdelman 
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From Andy Silver our VP 

As the newly elected vice president, I feel it is my responsibility to further some of the groundwork that Dorothy had 

intended to/or put into place before she tendered her resignation.                                                                                                                

In addition, I would like to implement or at least lay the groundwork for the implementation of a more academic club 

structure, which includes instructional outings and tutorials.  My first few years in this club were very beneficial; first and 

foremost in making new acquaintances and friends, and secondly, in learning or reviewing many of the basic 

photography techniques necessary to gain or maintain proficiency as a photographer.                                                                                            

My father was an art director, and in my first twenty years he instilled more than a basic understanding of the arts, 

music and the sciences. Back in the day, however, graphic and commercial arts used a paste-up process with tools like 

rubber cement, rubber cement thinner and erasers, tracing paper, photostats, expensive wooden drawing boards, t-

squares, Pb/Zn type, books containing examples of hundreds of type sets/fonts, camera lucida's etc. This has all been 

replaced by the computer and programs like Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator.  Photographers manipulated their work in 

the darkroom by altering the standard chemical processes and development techniques.                                                                           

Today, a new category of imagery known as "fine art photography" exists, allowing composites and/or heavily post-

processed images to often reach print or publication without being labeled as such.   I mention this here, because I have 

always approached photography with a PJ mindset -but within the camera club structure, this format doesn't work the 

majority of the time when images are submitted for competition                                                                                                      

Competition is a double edged sword for me.  I like competing, and I like winning.  I hate competition because a). I lack 

the computer program experience to visualize and then manipulate my photos into sponge-worthy entries; b). because I 

am a perfectionist and c). my lack of PPP (post-processing proficiency) provides for nothing except agonizing hours 

reviewing every digital image I've taken in the past eight years, every month; trying to decide which are candidates for 

"judging," and then bringing them from Lightroom to Photoshop and "working" on them.  I dread this time of the month. 

 In addition, while the first few years of competition did teach me what made a good "wow" image, the stimulation has 

waned and I find myself in a club that lacks an abundance of learning experiences for me.  If I were to become as 

proficient as some members are with programs like Photoshop and Nik, while the process would hopefully be a skip in 

the park each month, I still think I'd feel an academic void                                                                                                                                               

This is why I would like to have more instructional videos, tutorials and presentations, as well as field trips (half day, full 

day, joining other clubs, etc.) that will further my expertise as a photographer, and then work on techniques that help me 

to become an image maker.  I understand that we do not have a computer lab where everyone can follow along with an 

instructor, however, this may change if C3 status allows for the purchase of multiple program licenses and everyone 

brings in a laptop on a given evening or weekend.  My hope is to have members proficient in a technique or who have 

participated in workshops, convey their knowledge to the club.                                                                                                                        

Any ideas, comments, questions, suggestions, protests are welcome.          Andy Silver  

 

This year there is one change to competition.                                                     
It is the addition of a special B&W group.    

You can still enter up to 4 images a month but you can only enter one image in the "Creative Competition" 

this year and now one image into the a separate "B&W competition" There will be separate awards in these 

groups 

You will still be allowed 2 images in Regular competition also and acquire points there for advancement.    As 

in the past with "Creative" there will be no points from the "Creative" group or the new "B&W" group added for 

advancement to  the "A" Group or Salon. (Members in B or A may consider this if entering a "great" image and 

wanting advancement to the higher group perhaps that image should go into regular competition to acquire 

points. B&W and creative images are still always allowed in our regular competition).                                                                                                                             

At the end of the season there will be awards in all 3 categories -Regular, Creative, and now also the separate 

B&W group. (as in the past any Creative and B&W images that were entered into the "Regular" competition 

compete for awards such as "Photographer of the year" or "Image of the year" in the "Regular " competition.  

Those images that were entered in the special "Creative" or "B&W" groups will be considered for awards in 

those groups                                                                                                                                                                

The heading for images submitted into the "Creative" group is still the same C12-Your Name-C1-Image title.                                                                                                                            

To submit an image for the new B&W competition you would use the following format C12-Your Name-C1-BW 

Image title  (ie B1-Mike-C1-BW Boats). make sure you include the dashes. There is a space before the title. 
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 B GROUP       CREATIVE    

 

 Sandy Nunez  5.5 2  IOM Tony Coppeta  3.5 1 

IOM Tony Sicilliano  5 2   Barbara Shea  3 1 

 Joe Macaluso  3.5 2   Joe Crupi  2.5 1 

 Edward Xu  3 2   Bernie Gellman  2.5 1 

 Bill McLernon  3 2   Dennis Golin  2 1 

 Frederick Mark  2.5 2   Anne Hickey  2 1 

 norman eng  2 2   Helen Repstad  2 1 

 Sheila Golden  1.5 1   Tony Sicilliano  2 1 

        Roy woelfel  2 1 

 A GROUP       Terry Chen  1.5 1 

IOM Conrad Tinney  6 2   Martin Fleischer  1.5 1 

 Richard DeDalto  5.5 2   Joe Macaluso  1.5 1 

 Roy woelfel  4.5 2   Bill McLernon  1 1 

 Louise Destefano  4.5 2        

 Sharon Jackson  4 2        

 Uris McKay  3.5 2   BLACK & WHITE    

 Bernie Gellman  3.5 2   Tom Mrwik  3 1 

 Matsuyarma Tsunemasa 3 2  IOM Anne Hickey  3.5 1 

        Martin Fleischer  3 1 

 SALON       Andrew Silver  2.5 1 

 Dennis Golin  6 2   Helen Repstad  2.5 1 

 Andrew Silver  6 2   Dennis Golin  2.5 1 

IOM Ramiro Agredo  5.5 2   Richard DeDalto  2.5 1 

 Tony Coppeta  5.5 2   Ramiro Agredo  2.5 1 

 Anne Hickey  5.5 2   Barbara Shea  2 1 

 Lucy Pearce  5.5 2   Bill McLernon  2 1 

 Henry SzcZepanski 5 2   Joe Macaluso  2 1 

 Terry Chen  4.5 2   Sharon Jackson  2 1 

 Sherre Lin  4.5 2   Joe Crupi  2 1 

 Tom Mrwik  4.5 2   Roy woelfel  1.5 1 

 Martin Fleischer  4 2   Tony Sicilliano  1.5 1 

 Bernard Huang  3.5 2   Bernie Gellman  1.5 1 

Judge: 
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B Group    Tony Siciliano 

A Group      Conrad Tinney 

B&W group     Anne Hickey 

Creative group       Tony Coppeta 

Salon group      Ramiro Agredo 



Photos by Joe Macaluso 

Photos by Tony Coppeta 
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Photos by Bill 

McLernon 

Photos by Sharon Jackson 
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Bernie 

Gellman 

Ramiro 

Agredo 

Joe Crupi 

It was inspiring to see many of our members participate and provide images for the theme “Flushing –people, places, and 
things” Perhaps in the future we can elaborate on a theme and display our images in a more public forum.  Nice job everyone. 

Norman Eng 
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Alphabetical Photography Part 1     

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     
A is for Aperture: The aperture controls the amount of light that strikes the sensor. As the opening of the 

aperture gets smaller, less light hits the sensor. This in turn calls for a slower shutter speed to attain a proper 

exposure. If the ambient light is low, a tripod is necessary to stabilize the camera and lens to get a sharp photo. 

Examples of wide open apertures are f2.8 / f4 / f5.6.  Examples of stopped down apertures are f16 / f22 / f32. The 

aperture also controls depth of field.  The more the aperture is stopped down, the greater the depth of field. While 

other factors come into play, if you want foreground to background sharpness, use a small aperture.                                   

B is for Bracket: In tough lighting situations, the meter can be fooled. This results in highlights that show no 

detail or blocked up shadows. Often a compromise must be made to sacrifice shadow detail for the sake of not 

blowing out the highlights. If you bracket, you’ll wind up with a series of exposures where one reveals shadow detail 

and the other reveals highlight detail. Optimize the one that’s the best compromise. The alternative is to run the 

entire bracketed series through HDR software and let the computer find the best parts of each exposure. I 

recommend the following bracketed series for all situations where the exposure is difficult: minus 2 stops / minus 1 

stop / on the meter reading / plus one stop / plus two stops.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

D is for Delete: Use “The Place Holder” concept. If an image you capture is not better than one you already 

have, delete it unless you plan to show your second or third best. The loser of the Super Bowl doesn’t get a trophy! 

If it’s your first capture of a given subject, keep the best. When you revisit the area or make more images of the 

same subject, get rid of the ones that now play second fiddle. Also, think about what you already have. For 

instance, if you go to your favorite national park and the light is horrible, in that you previously visited it under better 

conditions, you’re not going to come back with better images compared to the place holders you currently have in 

your files.  Refrain from pressing the shutter if all you’re going to do is hit the delete button.  

A - B - C - D  If you’ve received my Tips of the Week for awhile, you know that 

each week I share lots of information on a specific photographic topic. To mix 

things up, I decided to present the photographic alphabet and share given photo 

techniques from A - Z. Over the course of this series, I’ll guide you down the path 

of photographic knowledge with a concept for each letter of the alphabet. 

Consider it a test to see just how much you know about each topic or technique. 

If the information is new to you, as always, use it to your advantage.   

C is for Composition: Good composition is important to the 

success of an image. The good news is composition can be 

taught. While it’s often said that successful photographers have a 

great eye for composition, what’s to say that when they started, 

their eye was not trained. Use the rule of thirds to place important 

elements. Imagine a tic tac toe overlay inside your viewfinder. 

The lines intersect at the points of the rule of thirds. Leave room 

for subjects to move or look. Don’t place them close to the edge 

of the frame relative to the direction in which they move or 

glance. Try to build triangles with multiple subjects so the eye 

flows around the photo. Use leading lines to direct the viewer’s 

eye to the primary element. Take a class, read a book and 

continue to read my Tips of the Week to learn more rules of good 

composition 

To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit 
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.                                                                                       
FACEBOOK:https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-Burden-Photography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark          
Check out more of my photo tips in my weekly column on the Outdoor Photographer website. On the home page, click on 
the TIPS AND TECHNIQUES banner and then go to Photo Tip Of The Week. Feel free to leave some positive comments.  
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Is there an easy way to reproduce the effect of a graduated split neutral density filter in Photoshop 

Elements, such as to brighten up the foreground in a photo that has been exposed for the sky?      

Yes, it is quite easy to apply an adjustment in a graduated fashion, such as to apply an effect similar 

to what you could achieve with a graduated neutral density filter in front of the lens during a capture. 

The key is to employ an adjustment layer in conjunction with a layer mask in the form of a gradient.          

The first step is to add an adjustment layer. So, click on the "Create New Adjustment Layer" button 

(the half-black/half-white circle icon) at the top of the Layers panel from the "Expert" editing mode. 

Choose the type of adjustment you want to apply, such as Levels if you want to darken the 

foreground or background in the photo                                                                                                                                                 

Next, apply the desired adjustment. For example, in this case you might want to drag the middle gray 

slider below the histogram for the Levels adjustment to the left to brighten the image. At this point 

the adjustment will apply to the entire image, but that will be changed in the next step. Apply an 

adjustment that is strong enough to easily see, since you can always refine the adjustment layer. This 

will make it easier to apply the gradient.                                                                                                                                                                                     

You can now choose the Gradient tool from the toolbox (it has an icon representing a gradient, 

naturally). Press the letter "D" on the keyboard to set the colors to the default values of white and 

black. Then drag within the image from the area you want affected by the adjustment layer to the 

area you don't want affected. In this case, for example, you might drag from the top of the foreground 

area to a point just a little bit above the horizon. Note that you can hold the Shift key on the keyboard 

if you want to constrain the gradient to one of the 45-degree increments                                                                        

At this point you can re-draw the gradient for the layer mask associated with the adjustment layer if 

you're not happy with the effect. You can also return to your Levels adjustment (by clicking on the 

thumbnail for the adjustment layer on the Layers panel) to refine your adjustment.                                                                  

In this way you can exercise flexibility when applying a graduated adjustment within an image. You 

can use any of the available adjustment layers for this purpose, and re-draw the gradient as needed 

to finalize the effect in the photo                                                                           tim@timgrey.com  

Tim Grey's Elements Weekly eNewsletter   by tim@timgrey.com  

THEN vs   NOW 
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